
O N  T H E  W A T E R



Just as the Giants’ sluggers aim for a “splash hit” 

into McCovey Cove, hit one out of the park by 

chartering a Giants Maritime luxury yacht  

on San Francisco Bay.

Conveniently docked at Pier 40, at the Bay’s  

edge of Oracle Park, our pair of premium  

vessels offers unforgettable on-water and  

land-to-water experiences.

From game day outings and one-of-a-kind 

receptions aboard the spacious California Spirit  

to intimate dinners and sunset charters  

on Diamond Seas, guests will cruise in style  

while indulging the sights on San Francisco Bay.

Splash Hit





When you charter the beautifully appointed 
California Spirit, you’re treating guests  

to the elegance of onboard amenities and  
the thrill of a moveable feast.

A 100-foot Westport Hull built for ocean cruising, the custom 

vessel offers the perfect place for a distinctive on-water 

event -- team building, a reunion or dancing and dining --  

all with sweeping views of the San Francisco skyline. 

This luxury vessel, with its refined craftsmanship and  

well-designed layout of indoor and outdoor salons, makes 

it easy to entertain in style for groups small and large.

CALIFORNIA 
SPIRIT

60
120

$15,000

Seated
Reception

Rate

• Three expansive interior salons
with ebony-stained teak walls,
leather banquettes and granite
surfaces

• Fully equipped preparation area 
for our executive chef to create
custom offerings

• Three exterior decks with
comfortable leather seating to
enjoy the San Francisco skyline

• Two HD monitors for audio/visual
use, including a state-of-the-art
sound system

Guest Capacity







On the sophisticated Diamond Seas, you can 
gather, dine and celebrate in luxury while  

enjoying panoramic views of San Francisco Bay 
from bow to stern. 

The 96-foot custom Horizon Motor Yacht features three levels 

for entertaining, four staterooms and two open-air decks. 

The modern main salon offers a comfortable and understated 

space, combining the colors of the sea with Macassar wood 

and bronze lacquered cabinetry. 

Up to 12 guests can be expertly hosted at a variety of 

welcoming tables, from an informal lunch on the upper deck  

to a seated gathering in the dining area within the main salon.

DIAMOND 
SEAS

12
12

$10,000

• Art Deco flair, polished Macassar
cabinetry, teak floors, designer
sofas with plush fabrics

• 55-inch LED TV in the main
salon and BOSE stereo system
throughout the watercraft

• Formal dining featuring a hi-lo
privacy screen to separate the
galley for intimate dining

• Fully equipped galley with sun-
filled leather settee

• Top-level enclosed sky lounge
with captain’s helm station,
leather dinette and large HD TV

• Built-in bar, barbecue and
seating on the upper deck

Seated
Reception

Rate

Guest Capacity



Dedicated to the curation and development of new ventures 

complementary to the San Francisco Giants franchise, Giants 

Enterprises delivers larger-than-life experiences to millions at 

Oracle Park and beyond. From an elegant VIP dinner in the dugout  

to a 30,000-person concert on the Field, they make bold things 

happen. At the intersection of sports, entertainment, meetings, 

events, tourism and hospitality, Giants Enterprises provides the  

rare combination of people and places to create giant impressions. 

For more information, please visit giantsenterprises.com.

Let us help you catch the moment.

Inside the Park   |   Park’s Edge   |   On the Water 
Global Stage   |   Private Events

Make Giant Impressions



Oracle Park 
24 Willie Mays Plaza 

San Francisco, CA 94107

415.947.3200  |  info@giantsenterprises.com

giantsenterprises.com




